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RULE 23 | CONFIDENTIALITY
(a) Confidentiality Generally. Confidentiality under these
Rules is intended to protect the fairness and thoroughness of
the process by which a complaint is filed or initiated,
investigated (in specific circumstances), and ultimately
resolved, as specified under these Rules.
(b) Confidentiality in the Complaint Process.
(1) General Rule. The consideration of a complaint by a
chief judge, a special committee, a judicial council, or
the Committee on Judicial Conduct and Disability is
confidential. Information about this consideration must
not be publicly disclosed by any judge or judicial
employee, or by any person who records or transcribes
testimony except as allowed by these Rules. A chief
judge, a judicial council, or the Committee on Judicial
Conduct and Disability may disclose the existence of a
proceeding under these Rules when necessary or
appropriate to maintain public confidence in the
judiciary’s ability to redress misconduct or disability.
(2) Files. All files related to a complaint must be
separately
maintained
with
appropriate
security
precautions to ensure confidentiality.
(3) Disclosure in Decisions. Except as otherwise
provided in Rule 24, written decisions of a chief judge,
a judicial council, or the Committee on Judicial Conduct
and Disability, and dissenting opinions or separate
statements of members of a council or the Committee may
contain information and exhibits that the authors
consider appropriate for inclusion, and the information
and exhibits may be made public.
(4) Availability to Judicial Conference. On request of
the Judicial Conference or its Committee on Judicial
Conduct and Disability, the circuit clerk must furnish
any requested records related to a complaint. For
auditing purposes, the circuit clerk must provide access
to the Committee on Judicial Conduct and Disability to
records of proceedings under the Act at the site where
the records are kept.
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(5) Availability to District Court. If the judicial
council directs the initiation of proceedings for
removal
of
a
magistrate
judge
under
Rule
20(b)(1)(D)(iii), the circuit clerk must provide to the
chief judge of the district court copies of the report
of the special committee and any other documents and
records that were before the council at the time of its
decision. On request of the chief judge of the district
court, the judicial council may authorize release to
that chief judge of any other records relating to the
investigation.
(6) Impeachment Proceedings. If the Judicial Conference
determines that consideration of impeachment may be
warranted, it must transmit the record of all relevant
proceedings
to
the
Speaker
of
the
House
of
Representatives.
(7) Subject Judge’s Consent. If both the subject judge
and the chief judge consent in writing, any materials
from the files may be disclosed to any person. In any
such disclosure, the chief judge may require that the
identity of the complainant, or of witnesses in an
investigation conducted under these Rules, not be
revealed.
(8) Disclosure in Special Circumstances. The Judicial
Conference, its Committee on Judicial Conduct and
Disability, a judicial council, or a chief judge may
authorize
disclosure
of
information
about
the
consideration of a complaint, including the papers,
documents,
and
transcripts
relating
to
the
investigation, to the extent that disclosure is
justified by special circumstances and is not prohibited
by the Act. For example, disclosure may be made to
judicial researchers engaged in the study or evaluation
of experience under the Act and related modes of judicial
discipline, but only where the study or evaluation has
been specifically approved by the Judicial Conference or
by the Committee on Judicial Conduct and Disability.
Appropriate steps must be taken to protect the
identities of the subject judge, the complainant, and
witnesses from public disclosure. Other appropriate
safeguards to protect against the dissemination of
confidential information may be imposed.
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(9) Disclosure of Identity by Subject Judge. Nothing in
this Rule precludes the subject judge from acknowledging
that he or she is the judge referred to in documents
made public under Rule 24.
(10) Assistance and Consultation. Nothing in this Rule
prohibits a chief judge, a special committee, a judicial
council, or the Judicial Conference or its Committee on
Judicial Conduct and Disability, in the performance of
any function authorized under the Act or these Rules,
from seeking the help of qualified staff or experts or
from consulting other judges who may be helpful
regarding the performance of that function.
(c) Disclosure of Misconduct and Disability. Nothing in these
Rules and Commentary concerning the confidentiality of the
complaint process, or in the Code of Conduct for Judicial
Employees concerning the use or disclosure of confidential
information received in the course of official duties,
prevents a judicial employee from reporting or disclosing
misconduct or disability.

Commentary
Rule 23 was adapted from the Illustrative Rules.
The Act applies a rule of confidentiality to “papers, documents, and records of proceedings
related to investigations conducted under this chapter” and states that they may not be disclosed
“by any person in any proceeding,” with enumerated exceptions. 28 U.S.C. §360(a). Three
questions arise: Who is bound by the confidentiality rule, what proceedings are subject to the rule,
and who is within the circle of people who may have access to information without breaching the
rule?
With regard to the first question, Rule 23(b)(1) provides that judges, employees of the
judiciary, and those persons involved in recording proceedings and preparing transcripts are
obliged to respect the confidentiality requirement. This of course includes subject judges who do
not consent to identification under Rule 23(b)(9).
With regard to the second question, Rule 23(b)(1) applies the rule of confidentiality broadly
to consideration of a complaint at any stage.
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With regard to the third question, there is no barrier of confidentiality among a chief judge,
a judicial council, the Judicial Conference, and the Committee on Judicial Conduct and Disability.
Each may have access to any of the confidential records for use in their consideration of a referred
matter, a petition for review, or monitoring the administration of the Act. A district court may have
similar access if the judicial council orders the district court to initiate proceedings to remove a
magistrate judge from office, and Rule 23(b)(5) so provides.
In extraordinary circumstances, a chief judge, a judicial council, or the Committee on
Judicial Conduct and Disability may disclose the existence of a proceeding under these Rules. The
disclosure of such information in high-visibility or controversial cases is to reassure the public that
the judiciary is capable of redressing judicial misconduct or disability. Moreover, the
confidentiality requirement does not prevent a chief judge from “communicat[ing] orally or in
writing with . . . [persons] who may have knowledge of the matter,” as part of a limited inquiry
conducted by the chief judge under Rule 11(b).
Rule 23 recognizes that there must be some exceptions to the Act’s confidentiality
requirement. For example, the Act requires that certain orders and the reasons for them must be
made public. 28 U.S.C. §360(b). Rule 23(b)(3) makes it explicit that written decisions, as well as
dissenting opinions and separate statements, may contain references to information that would
otherwise be confidential and that such information may be made public. However, subsection
(b)(3) is subject to Rule 24(a), which provides the general rule regarding the public availability of
decisions. For example, the name of a subject judge cannot be made public in a decision if
disclosure of the name is prohibited by that Rule.
The Act makes clear that there is a barrier of confidentiality between the judicial branch
and the legislative branch. It provides that material may be disclosed to Congress only if it is
believed necessary to an impeachment investigation or trial of a judge. 28 U.S.C. §360(a)(2).
Accordingly, Section 355(b) of the Act requires the Judicial Conference to transmit the record of
a proceeding to the House of Representatives if the Conference believes that impeachment of a
subject judge may be appropriate. Rule 23(b)(6) implements this requirement.
The Act provides that confidential materials may be disclosed if authorized in writing by
the subject judge and by the chief judge. 28 U.S.C. §360(a)(3). Rule 23(b)(7) implements this
requirement. Once the subject judge has consented to the disclosure of confidential materials
related to a complaint, the chief judge ordinarily will refuse consent only to the extent necessary
to protect the confidentiality interests of the complainant or of witnesses who have testified in
investigatory proceedings or who have provided information in response to a limited inquiry
undertaken pursuant to Rule 11. It will generally be necessary, therefore, for the chief judge to
require that the identities of the complainant or of such witnesses, as well as any identifying
information, be shielded in any materials disclosed, except insofar as the chief judge has secured
the consent of the complainant or of a particular witness to disclosure, or there is a demonstrated
need for disclosure of the information that, in the judgment of the chief judge, outweighs the
confidentiality interest of the complainant or of a particular witness (as may be the case where the
complainant is delusional or where the complainant or a particular witness has already
demonstrated a lack of concern about maintaining the confidentiality of the proceedings).
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Rule 23(b)(8) permits disclosure of additional information in circumstances not
enumerated. For example, disclosure may be appropriate to permit prosecution for perjury based
on testimony given before a special committee, where a special committee discovers evidence of
a judge’s criminal conduct, to permit disciplinary action by a bar association or other licensing
body, or in other appropriate circumstances.
Under subsection (b)(8), where a complainant or other person has publicly released
information regarding the existence of a complaint proceeding, the Judicial Conference, the
Committee on Judicial Conduct and Disability, a judicial council, or a chief judge may authorize
the disclosure of information about the consideration of the complaint, including orders and other
materials related to the complaint proceeding, in the interest of assuring the public that the judiciary
is acting effectively and expeditiously in addressing the relevant complaint proceeding.
Subsection (b)(8) also permits the authorization of disclosure of information about the
consideration of a complaint, including the papers, documents, and transcripts relating to the
investigation, to judicial researchers engaged in the study or evaluation of experience under the
Act and related modes of judicial discipline. The Rule envisions disclosure of information from
the official record of a complaint proceeding to a limited category of persons for appropriately
authorized research purposes only, and with appropriate safeguards to protect individual identities
in any published research results. In authorizing disclosure, a judicial council may refuse to release
particular materials when such release would be contrary to the interests of justice, or when those
materials constitute purely internal communications. The Rule does not envision disclosure of
purely internal communications between judges and their colleagues and staff.
Under Rule 23(b)(10), any of the specified judges or entities performing a function
authorized under these Rules may seek expert or staff assistance or may consult with other judges
who may be helpful regarding performance of that function; the confidentiality requirement does
not preclude this. A chief judge, for example, may properly seek the advice and assistance of
another judge who the chief judge deems to be in the best position to communicate with the subject
judge in an attempt to bring about corrective action. As another example, a new chief judge may
wish to confer with a predecessor to learn how similar complaints have been handled. In consulting
with other judges, of course, a chief judge should disclose information regarding the complaint
only to the extent the chief judge deems necessary under the circumstances.
Rule 23(c) provides that confidentiality as referenced in these Rules and Commentary is
directed toward protecting the fairness and thoroughness of the process by which a complaint is
filed or initiated, investigated (in specific circumstances), and ultimately resolved, as specified
under these Rules. Nothing in these Rules concerning the confidentiality of the complaint process
or the Code of Conduct for Judicial Employees concerning use or disclosure of confidential
information received in the course of official duties prevents judicial employees from reporting or
disclosing misconduct or disability.
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Judges should bring such matters to the attention of the relevant chief district judge or chief
circuit judge in accordance with Rule 4(a)(6). Judges should be mindful of Canon 3(B)(6) of the
Code of Conduct for United States Judges, which provides in part that a judge “should take
appropriate action upon receipt of reliable information indicating the likelihood that a judge’s
conduct contravened the Code.”
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